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Still Waters Run Deep: Federal, Regional, and Local
Dimensions of Conflict in the North Caucasus
Introduction
In his February 2008 speech at the State Council before handing over the Russian presidency to Dmitry Medvedev, Vladimir Putin stated that his administration had managed to terminate the war in the North Caucasus. He argued
that the Russian army had made “a decisive and crushing blow” against the
separatist and terrorist activities in the region, and asserted: “Chechnya is now
a full-fledged region within the Russian Federation.”1 Some others were quick
to agree. A Guardian journalist visited Chechnya after the war ended and contended that “it is over, and Putin won”.2 The Russian propaganda machine repeated Putin’s message: North Caucasus had been “pacified”.3
In this contribution, I argue the opposite: The conflict in the North Caucasus has not been pacified, but frozen. The central mechanism for stability
and order is based on support for Chechen strongman Ramzan Kadyrov from
Putin, who became Russian President again in 2012, with the strong personal
ties between the two leading to a superficial peace in the region, while deeper
grievances and tensions remain.
At the local level, North Caucasians are increasingly dissatisfied with the
brutal and corrupt regimes established by their leaders. Although these leaders,
Kadyrov in particular, have brought order and security to the region, the grievances among the local people within the region’s republics are growing. Many
Chechens are resentful of Kadyrov’s brutal regime in Chechnya. His personal
ties to President Putin have allowed him to set up a repressive persecution machine in Chechnya and brutally suppress anyone who goes against his regime
and clan. While, in general, older Chechens viewed Russian forces as their
enemy, many younger Chechens who did not fight in the Russo-Chechen wars
see pro-Russian Chechen forces as their major target. The Chechen leader’s
idiosyncratic rule and maltreatment of his citizens have even stirred up some
resentment amongst the Kadyrovtsy, his personal army.
At the regional level, there are rising tensions among ethnic groups and
leaders in the North Caucasus and many people are alarmed by Kadyrov’s increasing influence in the region. The first line of ethnic tensions goes between
1
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the Chechens and Ingush people. Although both share the same historical ethnic root (Vainakh) and were part of the same oblast during the Soviet Union
(the Checheno-Ingush Autonomous Soviet Socialist Republic), the growing
Chechen influence in the North Caucasus has led to Chechen-Ingush clashes.
President Putin’s support for Kadyrov has left the Ingush leaders unable to
address local grievances amongst their people, but led them to agree to the
Chechnya land swaps, which the people deeply resented, as they had already
lost some of the territories they considered their historical lands during the war
with North Ossetia. The Dagestani people are also in a state of alarm, fearing
similar land swaps, and tensions are rising between the Chechens and Dagestani Avar settled in the area some Chechens view as part of Chechnya. The
recent ethnic clashes between the Chechens and the Avars in the small Dagestani localities of Leninaul and Kalininaul and a Chechen convoy marching
from the Chechen capital Grozny provided direct evidence that regional ethnic
tensions in the North Caucasus are far from pacified but growing. Kadyrov was
quick to blame the Dagestani officials for their failure to adequately address
the concerns of Dagestan’s Akkin Chechen minority. Should President Putin
withdraw his support for Kadyrov, the other leaders and ethnic groups are
likely to retaliate.
At the federal level, Russian law enforcement bodies are resentful of
Kadyrov’s growing influence, not only in the North Caucasus, but across the
Federation as a whole, and of his disrespect for federal laws. The antagonism
between the Russian Federal Security Service (Federalnaya sluzhba bezopasnosti, FSB) and Kadyrov has grown, in particular, since the assassination of
the Russian opposition leader Boris Nemtsov in 2015, coming close to open
clashes many times. Kadyrov has used his strong personal relationship with
President Putin to counterbalance pressures from Russian law enforcement services and expand his influence in the North Caucasus. It is only thanks to Putin’s personal support that Kadyrov has not been subjected to large-scale violence. Should this support wane, federal forces may also retaliate, which may
drag the region into civil war.

The Federal Dimension
The federal dimension of conflict in the North Caucasus is directly linked to
Ramzan Kadyrov’s growing influence in Russia and the growing antagonism
between him and Russian law enforcement agencies. The Russian siloviki4
4
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have been deeply angered by the Chechen leader’s idiosyncratic rule and autonomous behaviour that has many times surpassed the Chechen borders.
Under President Putin’s Chechenization policy, Russian federal forces withdrew from the North Caucasus and ceded power in Chechnya to the proRussian Chechen forces,5 and empowered them under Kadyrov’s leadership to
curtail insurgency in the North Caucasus, providing stability and order in the
region. When Kadyrov’s father Akhmad was President of Chechnya, Ramzan
headed his presi-dential security service and former separatist militia, the
Kadyrovtsy. As soon as Ramzan turned thirty, the required minimum age for
the post of presidency, he was nominated by Putin, and the Chechen parliament
appointed him President of Chechnya, granting him ultimate power and authority in the republic.6
Since taking full control in Chechnya, Kadyrov’s influence has been
growing in the North Caucasus and in the rest of the Russian Federation. After
the withdrawal of the federal forces from Chechnya, Kadyrov strengthened the
Kadyrovtsy, which was a central guarantor for security in Chechnya after the
Second Russo-Chechen War. Kadyrov has built a strong reputation, not only
in the North Caucasus, but also in the rest of the Federation. He has been repeatedly engaged in federal politics and actively involved at the federal level.
The Chechen leader has appeared to readily participate in the release of Russian citizens arrested abroad, including, for example, the Russian journalists
detained in Ukraine during the Russo-Ukrainian tensions after the Euromaidan.7 Kadyrov even helped a Russian navy officer to escape captivity in
Libya.8 Kadyrov’s proactivity has been evident in providing assistance to the
victims of ISIS, helping bring minors who had joined ISIS back to Russia.9
One four year old child, Bilal, was traced in war-torn Mosul and brought back
to his grandmother in Grozny.10
Although federal laws forbid forced marriages, the Chechen leader has
approved them in Chechnya. Under police intimidation, one Chechen girl was
forced to marry a police officer and Kadyrov supported the marriage despite
its illegality under federal law. This incident seemed to suggest that: “Chechen
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tradition [is] standing above Russian law” in some circumstances.11 Kadyrov’s
personal security force has also been blamed for killing anti-Chechen political
figures in Russia. Many have asserted that Kadyrov’s inner circle was involved
in the assassination of Boris Nemtsov, once an important opposition figure in
Russia.12 In calling the suspected murderer of Boris Nemtsov a “true patriot of
Russia”, Kadyrov seemed to demonstrate that he had little respect for federal
laws.13 He also appeared to intervene in Russian foreign policy when he explicitly said that he would protest against the federal government if they refused to sign the UN resolution on the ethnic cleansing of Rohingya Muslims
in Myanmar, calling upon Chechens to organize demonstrations in front of the
Myanmar embassy in Moscow to protest against their ill-treatment.
These actions have brought the Chechen leader into a direct confrontation
with the Russian siloviki. Some security circles have even viewed the success
of President Putin’s Chechenization policy as a “victory in a mine field”14.
Kadyrov has attempted to dictate federal security services in Chechnya where
the federal forces have kept their symbolic authority.15 When he learned about
the Russian security services’ attempts to conduct security operations in
Chechnya without his approval, Kadyrov even ordered his personal security
force to open fire “if anyone appears on your territory without your knowledge
[...] whether they’re from Moscow or Stavropol”.16
The relationship between President Putin and Kadyrov resembles a kind
of indirect rule, “one of the means that central authorities have long employed
in hopes of defusing communal conflict and civil war in multicultural societies”.17 Indirect rule is a system central leaders establish in their relationship
with local rulers to contain rising violence and ethnic conflicts in peripheries.18
It enables the central rulers to set up an administrative unit in the peripheries
of multicultural countries where co-ethnic rulers sustain order and security by
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controlling their ethnic groups. Rather than directly controlling from the centre, the central leaders devolve power to the local rulers. Thus, the withdrawal
of Russian federal forces and ceding power to the pro-Russian forces in Chechnya constituted the institution of indirect rule in the North Caucasus. Local
rulers are also supposed to lend some assistance to the central rulers, as
Kadyrov has done, by providing military personnel for the Russian army involved in the war in Syria19 and for pro-Russian forces in Ukraine.20 While
indirect rule is an effective way of maintaining peace and security in multicultural ethnic countries, as President Putin’s success in curtailing insurgency in
the North Caucasus has shown, it also has some drawbacks. The primary challenge is the principal-agent problem that has been widely identified by many
in political science21 and economics22. The principal-agent problem occurs
when agents (indirect or local rulers) fail to accomplish the tasks the principals
(central rulers) assign to them.23 In particular, the principal-agent problem
arises when the principle and the agent have more diverging preferences than
overlapping ones.24 Kadyrov and President Putin have a common interest in
curtailing insurgency in the North Caucasus and providing peace and security
in the region. While Kadyrov has successfully accomplished this task, he has
also attempted to challenge Russian law enforcement bodies and increase his
power outside of the North Caucasus. The Chechen leader’s ambition for
power and his increasing influence have taken him away from the tasks his
principal set for him. This principal-agent problem led directly to the confrontation between Kadyrov and the Russian siloviki. On several occasions, Grozny
has clashed with Moscow regarding oil exploration in Chechnya. Kadyrov’s
men appeared to challenge Gazprom25 and Russia’s largest bank in Chechnya.
Grozny has persistently pushed for economic autonomy in the exploration of
Chechnya’s oil resources.26 However, in spite of Kadyrov’s rising influence,
President Putin has expressed his support for the Chechen leader from time to
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time. For instance, during his meeting with Kadyrov in April 2017, Putin had
stated that “some issues are still unresolved, but they’ll be settled soon – I see
it happening now – and that’s a good thing”.27 These remarks suggest that
Kadyrov still had Putin’s support.
Hence, the Chechen leader’s direct personal ties with President Putin
have allowed him to expand his influence in Russia and control Chechnya
“with its own laws, security services, taxation system and even foreign policy”28. His growing power and disrespect for federal laws has angered Russian
law enforcement bodies, and it is only Putin’s strong support that has kept them
at bay. Once the FSB’s rising dissatisfaction looks likely to “undermine elite
support for his regime”,29 Putin will probably withdraw his backing. There is
also a chance that this could lead to civil war in the North Caucasus as the
regional ethnic groups and leaders are also likely to retaliate against Kadyrov’s
growing influence in the region.

The Regional Dimension
The second dimension of the conflict in the North Caucasus is regional. While
Putin’s Chechenization policy has brought peace and security in the North
Caucasus, ethnic grievances still remain among some groups, and have led to
rising tensions, which are directly linked to the Chechen expansionism in the
region. However, these tensions have a long history.
The Ingush are the first to be affected by Chechen expansionism in the
North Caucasus, although these two Caucasian ethnic groups share the same
historical root. In 2018, the Ingush people were shocked to hear about a land
swap deal between Kadyrov and Yunus-Bek Yevkurov, the Ingush leader,
transferring around 20,000 hectares of the Ingushetia land to Chechnya.30 They
were also surprised to come across Chechen construction workers and security
forces on their territory near the Chechen border.31
The root of the current border issue between Chechnya and Ingushetia
goes back to 1992. Both were part of the Checheno-Ingush Autonomous Soviet
Socialist Republic (ASSR; from May 1991 Checheno-Ingush Republic). Following the fall of the Soviet Union, Dzhokhar Dudayev, the Chechen leader at
the time, declared the independence of Chechnya, but Ingushetia refused to
join Chechnya in the independence declaration and preferred to stay in the
27
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Russian Federation under President Yeltsin’s leadership.32 This led to the official split of the Checheno-Ingush ASSR into two separate republics, Chechnya
and Ingushetia, in June 1992. Although the sides officially separated, the official borderline had never been demarcated.
The land transfers to Chechnya frustrated the Ingush, as they had already
lost some territories they considered their historical lands. After the Ingush
were deported in 1944, the Prigorodny region was given to North Ossetia. On
returning from exile in Central Asia (1957-1959) the Ingush were never able
to go back to the Prigorodny region, which, in the meantime, had been inhabited by North Ossetians. The Ingush-Ossetian war in November 1992 left the
Ingush with some territory losses, some dead, and many displaced.33 These
traumatic memories provided the backdrop to massive protests against the land
swap in Magas, Ingushetia’s capital. In response, Kadyrov publicly threatened
the protesters and even visited Ingushetia with a large entourage of armed men
to challenge a leader of the protests.34 Although their confrontation ended without violence, it “raised concerns about the possibility of a regional conflict in
Russia” and “amplified concerns about the power and influence of the
Kremlin-backed Kadyrov […]”.35 The Ingush were even concerned about the
eventual annexation of the whole of Ingushetia to Chechnya.36 Their leader
Yevkurov resigned in June 2019 after his popularity in Ingushetia decreased
dramatically.37
Ingushetia is not the only republic affected by Kremlin-backed Kadyrov’s
rising influence in the North Caucasus. After the land swap deal with Ingushetia, Chechnya turned its sights towards a Dagestani border region where some
local Akkin Chechens are settled in a district near to the Chechen border. The
Chechens call this area Yurt-Aukh, or simply Aukh. The historical Aukh district is among “Kadyrov’s latest quest[s] to expand his influence beyond the
borders of the Chechen Republic”.38 This historical district has recently been
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the locus of ethnic tensions, the root of which goes back to long before Kadyrov came to power in Chechnya.39
Established in 1943 within the Dagestan Autonomous Soviet Socialist
Republic, the Aukh district had been predominantly populated by the Akkin
Chechens until 1944, when the Soviet leader Joseph Stalin deported North
Caucasus’s Chechens and Ingush to Central Asia. In 1957 after Stalin’s death,
the Chechens and Ingush were able to return to their historical homelands and
resettle in their previous lands except the Prigorodnyi district, which had been
inhabited by the North Ossetians, and the Aukh district, which had been settled
by the Avars and Laks. While the Chechens were in exile in Central Asia, the
Aukh district had been renamed Novolaksky district within the Dagestan Autonomous Soviet Socialist Republic and the Avars and Laks had moved to its
areas.40 Leninaul and Kalininaul, two important villages that cover around 40
per cent of the former Aukh district and that are now home to the Akkin Chechens, Avars, and Laks, have been the locus of ethnic tensions in the North
Caucasus since the Chechens returned from exile in 1957. Although an agreement was reached to restore the historical Aukh district in 1991, it was never
put into practice due to instability and a shortage of funds. Meanwhile, the
Chechens had attempted to grab the Aukh district in 1999 by force. However,
Saigidpasha Umakhanov, the Avar leader, had organized a militia group of
Avar men and prevented a Chechen takeover of the district. Fighting against
the Chechens in the 1990s had allowed Umakhanov to secure Moscow’s support.41 Thus, the former Aukh district has remained in Dagestan and the area
has become the centre of ethnic clashes between the Avars and Akkin Chechens.
Since Kadyrov came to power in Chechnya, he has attempted to challenge
Umakhanov.42 Aside from a brief rapprochement in 2009, the sides have verbally attacked each other repeatedly.43 Kadyrov has lambasted Dagestani officials many times for their failure to take care of Chechens in the former Aukh
region. While the Laks have generally avoided clashes with the local Chechens
and tended to move to the area in the northern city of Makhachkala, the Avars
have been reluctant to move and have come into conflict with the local Chechens many times. The sides live separately with very little interethnic integration and they even pray at separate mosques. Ethnic tensions between the
Avars and the local Chechens escalated in summer 2017, when intercommunal
fighting between the Akkin Chechens and Avars broke out on 7 June 2017 thus
39
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threatening peace and security in the North Caucasus. Within hours, Chechen
vehicles rushed toward the Dagestani border to help their ethnic kin, and some
Avars settled in Khasavyurt were also quick to head to the area to do the same.
While guns were fired and some were injured, the Chechen officials were finally able to stop a full-scale ethnic conflict.44
However, the tensions are far from pacified. After the Ingush-Chechen
land swaps, the Avars were alarmed to learn that border delineation talks between Chechnya and Dagestan had also been started. A map on the website of
the Chechen assembly marked some Dagestani land near the Chechen border
as a part of Chechnya.45 The ethnic groups living in Dagestan near the Chechen
border feared a repeat of “the Ingush scenario”. The Chechen and Dagestani
officials then stated that they had suspended the border delimitation talks amid
the massive protests against land swaps in Ingushetia.46
Kadyrov has attempted to rule “through repressive measures and has created a climate of impunity for security forces in the North Caucasus” and President Putin has given him “free rein because [… Putin] relies on him to rein in
separatists and militants after two wars in Chechnya”.47 Putin’s personal support for Kadyrov has left the regional forces in the North Caucasus unwilling
to challenge him, but should Putin withdraw his support other leaders and ethnic groups could retaliate.

The Local Dimension
At the local level, grievances and tensions within the North Caucasian republics are growing. Many Chechens have been angered by Kadyrov’s brutal regime in Chechnya. Younger Chechens, who did not participate in the RussoChechen wars, view pro-Russian Chechen forces as their primary enemy.48 The
grievances in Ingushetia reached a new level following the Chechen-Ingush
land swap agreement. Some local people including the Kumyk and the Nogais
in Dagestan have been protesting against the Dagestani officials’ failure to address their concerns.
First, some local Chechens have been resentful of Kadyrov’s repressive
regime in Chechnya. Since the Chechen leader came to power, he has taken
44
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harsh measures to fight anyone who attempts to criticize him and his clan. Recently, the Organization for Security and Co-operation in Europe (OSCE) reported “torture; enforced disappearances; and extrajudicial executions” and
other “very serious human rights violations” and abuses in Chechnya.49 The
OSCE report states that “a special regime of impunity is tolerated for the sake
of stability”50 in Chechnya. Kadyrov once threatened to “break fingers and tear
out tongues” of anyone who “insult[s] my blood, my clan, my family, my people”.51
After the end of the Chechen war, local Chechens were oppressed by proRussian Chechens rather than Russians. The Kadyrovtsy appeared to be “much
more dangerous for local residents in terms of persecuting entire families
[…]”.52 Chechen forces have proved to be more effective to curtail insurgency,
since they had more information about the local Chechens. They could effectively “identify insurgents within the population” and “issue credible threats
against civilians for noncooperation”.53 Having some insurgency experience
also allowed the Chechen soldiers to fight it effectively in the North Caucasus.
The Kadyrovtsy did not only target the insurgents, they also used collective
punishment methods, torturing the families and relatives of the insurgents and
burning their houses.54 Several mass graves found in Chechnya have been associated with the Kadyrovtsy killings.55
These repressive measures alienated many Chechen youth who are biding
their time to take their revenge against the Kadyrov regime. The harsh measures did “little to convince radicalised parts of the population to give their
allegiance to the Russian state”, but seemed instead to “stimulate a new generation of disillusioned youth to ‘join the forest’ […] in search of revenge or a
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different political order”.56 “Blood revenge, the practice of seeking blood retribution for a grave offense committed against an individual or his or her relatives”,57 is one mechanism that has pushed local Chechens to retaliate against
the oppression of their families and relatives, motivating them to join anti-regime forces and prepare for future revenge. When different clans fight based
on blood revenge, “[c]onflict is sure to spread like wildfire”.58
Thus, local Chechens are “antagonized by the brazen-facedness and impunity of kadyrovtsy and local police”59 and their grievances have been growing since Kadyrov took control of Chechnya. Young Chechens who attacked
the Chechen police in 2016 in Grozny and in 2017 in the village of Geldagan
and the town of Shali grew up during Kadyrov’s regime and did not experience
the Chechen-Russian wars. This new generation of Chechens view Kadyrov,
his clan, and his Kadyrovtsy as their main enemy.60 It is only President Putin’s
strong support of Kadyrov and fear of brutal persecution at the hands of his
personal army that keep potential avengers at a bay.
Second, local grievances have been growing in Ingushetia since the
Ingush-Chechen land swaps. Despite the preventive police force, thousands of
Ingush protested against the controversial deal after the news about the transition of the Ingush lands to Chechnya spread around. A public referendum on
the deal and the resignation of Yunus-bek Yevkurov were among the major
demands of the protesters. Ingushetia’s Constitutional Court ruled that the land
swap agreement was illegal because “it changes the territory of [the] Republic
of Ingushetia” without a public referendum.61
Despite the rejection of the agreement by Ingushetia’s Constitutional
Court, the Ingush leader took the issue to Russia’s Federal Constitutional
Court, who approved it.62 This intensified the protests, forcing Yevkurov to
step down in June 2019.63
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Finally, the Dagestani leaders also have failed to address the local grievances within Dagestan. In particular, the Kumyk and the Nogais, two Turkic
ethnic groups, have long resented the Dagestani officials’ unwillingness to
tackle the challenges they have faced in Dagestan.64 In particular, these ethnic
groups have attempted to press the Dagestani government to find solutions to
their land problems. There is some evidence that the activism of these two
Turkic groups, as well as the protests of other ethnic groups “contributed to
Ramazan Abdulatipov’s forced resignation from his post” as head of the Republic of Dagestan.65

Conclusion
Given the growing grievances and ethnic tensions in the North Caucasus, I
have argued that the conflict in the region has not been pacified, but frozen.
Although President Putin’s support for Ramzan Kadyrov has led to a superficial security and order in the North Caucasus, deeper grievances and tensions
remain across three dimensions: local, regional, and federal. At the federal
level, the antagonism between Russian siloviki and Kadyrov is growing. At the
regional level, the ethnic tensions are increasing in the republics of the North
Caucasus, with many people alarmed by Kadyrov’s rising power in the region.
At the local level, the brutal and corrupt regimes established by leaders in the
North Caucasus are causing tensions to rise.
It is only President Putin’s personal support to Kadyrov that has prevented large-scale violence in the North Caucasus so far. At the federal level,
the Russian siloviki have avoided open confrontation with Kadyrov because of
the President’s support, and at the regional level, the ethnic groups and leaders
in the North Caucasus have hesitated to openly challenge him because he is
backed by the Kremlin. At the local level, Putin’s support has allowed Kadyrov
to establish his persecution machine in Chechnya and other local leaders, too,
have set up regimes to repress the unrests among the local population. Should
President Putin’s support for Kadyrov’s rule decline, the local, regional, and
federal forces may retaliate, potentially dragging the region into civil war.
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